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Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 19331. IntrodutionIf the mass of the Standard Model Higgs boson is lighter than 2mW ,the H ! b�b deay mode is dominant with a branhing ratio of � 90%. Theobservation of suh a harateristi signature would be important for boththe Higgs boson disovery and for the determination of the nature of anyresonane observed in this mass region. Sine the diret prodution, gg ! Hwith H ! b�b, annot be e�iently triggered nor extrated above the hugeQCD two-jet bakground, the assoiated prodution with a W - or Z-bosonor a t�t pair remains as the only possible way to observe a signal from H ! b�bdeays. The leptoni deays of the W - or Z-boson provide an isolated high-pT lepton for triggering and for rejetion of the QCD bakground. The Higgsboson signal will be reonstruted as a peak in the invariant mass spetrumof tagged b-jets.Prospets for the observability of the WH hannel leading to the `b�bsignature, whih is revisited in this paper, have already been onsideredin several douments of the ATLAS Collaboration [1, 3, 4℄. It has beenemphasized there that the expeted sensitivity is rather weak, below 3�,for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, for a Higgs mass in the range100�120 GeV. The bakground to this signature is a mixture of the reso-nant WZ bakground, ontinuum bakgrounds from t�t, Wb�b and from thereduible Wjj bakground. The extration of the signal itself will be verydi�ult given the presene of the resonant WZ bakground, the magnitudeof the ontinuous bakground and the unertainty related to the knowledgeof its shape.ZH prodution has not been onsidered in details so far by the ATLASCollaboration for the reasons explained in [1℄. With Z ! `` deay leadingto the ``b�b signature, it would provide initial rates about six times lowerthan the WH hannel and the signal-to-bakground ratio is not expeted tobe signi�antly larger with respet to that hannel.Given the fat that neither of these hannels are onsidered as disoveryhannels at LHC, an attempt has been made to understand the reasonswhy they are laimed promising at the upgraded Tevatron [2℄. Althoughsome lear advantages ome from the redued enter-of-mass energy (moreentral events than at LHC, muh smaller t�t ross-setion), the expetedrates should be substantially lower at the Tevatron than at the LHC for thesame integrated luminosity.In this paper, WH=ZH prodution giving rise to �nal states with aom-panying two b-jets, is revisited one again for the LHC environment and formass valuesmH = 100 GeV and 120 GeV. Then a detailed omparison of the2 TeV p�p senario versus the 14 TeV pp senario is presented. An attemptis also made to break down, for signal and the dominant bakgrounds, the



1934 E. Rihter-W¡sdi�erenes between the aeptanes reported in [2℄ and those obtained inthis study.Similar studies for ZH=WH prodution with the �nal state signature ofb-jets plus missing transverse energy are presented in [5℄.2. Observability of the `b�b �nal state2.1. Expeted prodution ratesTable I shows the prodution ross-setions of the signal and the bak-grounds for pp ollisions at ps = 14 TeV and p�p ollisions at ps = 2 TeV.The H;Z ! b�b and W ! `�(` = e; �) branhing ratios are inluded. Theross-setions for the W+jet prodution are quoted for the hard proessesq�q !Wg and qg !Wq, generated with the transverse momenta in the spe-i�ed ranges. The Pythia5.7 Monte Carlo and CTEQ2L struture funtionswere used in the simulation. TABLE IProdution ross-setions for WH signal and bakground proesses for 14 TeV ppand 2 TeV p�p ollisions. The H;Z ! b�b and W ! `�(` = e; �) branhing ratios areinluded. pp at 14 TeV p�p at 2 TeV RatioProess � [pb℄ � [pb℄WH , mH = 100 GeV 0.40 0.042 10WH , mH = 120 GeV 0.21 0.020 10WZ 0.86 0.083 10q�q !W � ! t�b 1.0 0.11 10t�t 228 2.62 87qg ! tq 44.4 0.56 78W+ jetphardT = 10�30 GeV 1:1� 104 9:7� 102 11phardT = 30�50 GeV 2:7� 103 1:7� 102 16phardT = 50�100 GeV 1:5� 103 7.4 �101 20phardT = 100�200 GeV 3:2� 102 8:3� 100 38phardT > 200 GeV 3:5� 101 0:3� 100 117The dominant unertainties on the expeted rates arise from higher-order orretions and from struture funtion parametrisation. The expetedross-setions di�er by no more than 20% if CTEQ2L or CTEQ4L struturefuntions are used. A large unertainty is expeted for the estimated ross-



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1935setion of the Wjj �nal state, due to the known limitations of the partonshower approah for the simulation of multijet �nal states.For 14 TeV pp ollision the expeted rates for the signal and the resonantbakground are higher by a fator of 10 while for single and double t�t pro-dution by a fator 80�90. The ratio of the ross-setions for W+ jet riseswith the threshold on the transverse momenta of the hard proess, varyingfrom being � 10 for phardT = 10�30 GeV to � 130 for phardT > 200 GeV.The Monte Carlo statistis used in this study is rather high: typially5�105 events were simulated for eah of the bakground proesses while forthe W+ jet proess samples of 5 � 106 events were simulated in eah phardTrange. 2.2. Simulation proedure and seletion riteriaThe signal �nal state onsists of a lepton from W deay, whih triggersthe experiment, and a pair of b-tagged jets whih gives a peak in the invariantmass distribution.The main ingredients of the reonstrution and seletion proedure are:� E�ieny for the lepton reonstrution, isolation and pT threshold.� Jet reonstrution e�ieny, threshold on the jet transverse momentaand expeted mass resolution;� Jet-veto e�ieny and threshold on the transverse momenta;� E�ieny for b-jets tagging and non b-jets rejetion.The generated events, inluding QCD initial and �nal state radiation,fragmentation, hadronisation and deays, were simulated with a fast sim-ulation of the ATLAS detetor [6℄. The following seletion proedure wasused:� Eletrons and muons were required to have transverse momenta largerthan 20 GeV and to be in the pseudorapidity region j�j < 2:5. A 90%e�ieny for lepton reonstrution was assumed. The isolation riteriaare satis�ed by most of the leptons from W deays. Events with aseond lepton with pT > 6 GeV and j�j < 2:5 where rejeted. Thisseletion redues to a negligible level the Zjj and Zbb bakgroundsand rejet also part of the t�t bakground.



1936 E. Rihter-W¡s� Jets were reonstruted in a one of �R = 0:4 and were required tohave transverse momenta above 10 GeV. The threshold on the trans-verse momenta as low as 10 GeV is used for the jets reonstrutionin the one1 of �R = 0:4. The reonstrution threshold for the fastsimulation was de�ned at 5 GeV with assumed 100% e�ient reon-strution of the alorimetri energy depositions and at 10 GeV afterapplying a Gaussian smearing with a 50%=pE resolution [7℄. Thisorresponds to a 15�18 GeV threshold on the realibrated jet energies.� b-tagging will be possible in ATLAS in the pseudorapidity range j�j <2:5. A b-tagging e�ieny of 60% for b-labelled jets with rejetionagainst -jets of 10 and against light jets of 100 is assumed [8℄. Theimpat of the pT and � dependene of the non-b-jets rejetion for a on-stant b-tagging e�ieny has been studied, [14℄, and has been shownto be small in terms of signal signi�ane and signal-to-bakgroundratio.� Events with additional jets in the pseudorapidity range j�j < 5:0 andpT > 15 GeV or pT > 30 GeV are rejeted.After alorimeter reonstrution, the peak position of the mbb distributionfor the resonant WH and WZ events is shifted systematially by � 20 GeVtowards lower values. The mass resolution is � 10%. To realibrate thejet energy sale a rather simple proedure is adopted to reover the out-of-one energy loss due to fragmentation and hadronisation e�ets and to theexpeted response of the detetor. Only the jet energy sale is alibratedwithout additional tuning of the mass energy sale. With the simpli�edproedure applied here, a preision of 1�2 % on the reonstruted massenergy sale is ahieved over the mass range 80�140 GeV and a preisionof better than 5% for the mass region down to 40 GeV. This was obtainedwith fast simulation and for both non-b and b-jets. Suh a preision isadequate for the purpose of the studies presented here and allows ontrolof the bakground shape well outside the mass region of the Higgs peak.Fig. 1 shows, the (pb�jetT =pb�quarkT ) distribution, after applying realibrationproedure, for the signal sample of H ! b�b events with mH = 100 GeV andthe alibration fator applied to b-jets and to light jets after reonstrutionwith the fast simulation.1 As this hannel is onsidered primarily at low luminosity a reonstrution one of�R = 0:7 might be more optimal.
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Fig. 1. The (pb�jetT =pb�partonT ) distribution for realibrated jets (left) and the ali-bration fator (right) applied to jets reonstruted with the fast simulation.The �nal aeptane is sensitive to the threshold on the relatively tightjet veto whih has to be imposed to suppress the t�t bakground. Resultsare presented for two threshold values, 15 GeV and 30 GeV, both givingomparable signal signi�anes with however di�erent signal-to-bakgroundratios and frational bakground omposition. Further optimisation of thethresholds for jet reonstrution and jet veto would be realisti only if per-formed with the full simulation of the detetor and if omplemented by moredetailed studies of the Monte Carlo modelling of the hadroni ativity in theevent. 2.3. Signal and bakgrounds in 14 TeV pp ollisions2.3.1. WH signal and WZ resonant bakgroundTwo mass points were simulated for the Higgs signal, mH= 100 GeVand 120 GeV. Table II shows the expeted umulative aeptanes for thekinemati seletion riteria for the signal and the resonant bakground.Sine the resolution obtained from the fast simulation is around 10% mH ,100 � 20 GeV and 120 � 24 GeV mass windows were hosen to estimatethe expeted number of signal and bakground events for Higgs masses of100 and 120 GeV respetively. The aeptanes in the mass windows aregiven in Table III for the signal events and for the resonant bakground. Fi-nally, the expeted number of events for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1is given in Table IV.



1938 E. Rihter-W¡s TABLE IIFor the WH signal and WZ bakground events, expeted umulative aeptanesof the kinemati seletion riteria. Lepton identi�ation and b-tagging e�ienyare not inluded.Cumulative WH WH WZaeptane mH = 100 GeV mH = 120 GeV mZ = 91 GeVLepton 63.2% 66.0% 57.9%+ 2 b-labelled jets 29.3% 33.1% 21.3 %+ Jet veto 30 GeV 18.5% 18.8% 13.9 %+ Jet veto 15 GeV 10.5% 10.6% 7.9 %TABLE IIIAeptanes in the respetive mass windows (see text).Aeptane WH WH WZin mass window mH = 100 GeV mH = 120 GeV mZ = 91 GeVJet veto 30 GeVmbb = 100�20 GeV 84% � 73%mbb = 120�24 GeV � 85% 28%Jet veto 15 GeVmbb = 100�20 GeV 89% � 78%mbb = 120�24 GeV � 90% 31%The aeptane in the mass window 100 � 20 GeV is of about 85% forWH signal events and 73% for the resonant WZ bakground. This anbe onsidered as realisti, as an aeptane of 82% in the mass window100 � 20 GeV was obtained for signal events with full simulation [1℄ andfor the seletion without jet veto. A jet veto leads to a better aeptaneinside the mass window, sine events with abundant radiation do not passthis seletion.The kinematial aeptane for the resonant WZ hannel is somewhatlower than for the WH signal and obviously lower is the aeptane inthe respetive mass windows. Nevertheless, the expeted number of eventsfrom WZ prodution inside the mass windows is 40% higher than fromthe signal itself for the mass point mH = 100 GeV and is omparable formH = 120 GeV. In pratie the presene of a signal will broaden and distortthe resonant peak fromWZ events expeted above a ontinuum bakground,
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Fig. 2. The expeted mbb spetrum for WH (hathed), WZ (dashed) and WH +WZ (solid) events for a Higgs mass of mH = 100 GeV (left) and 120 GeV (right).TABLE IVFor an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, expeted number of events from the WHsignal and theWZ resonant bakground after all uts, inluding lepton reonstru-tion and b-tagging e�ieny.Expeted WH WH WZevents mH = 100 GeV mH = 120 GeV mZ = 91 GeVJet veto 30 GeVmbb = 100�20 GeV 605 � 845mbb = 120�25 GeV � 325 325Jet veto 15 GeVmbb = 100�20 GeV 360 � 520mbb = 120�25 GeV � 195 207as shown in Fig. 2. In the region lose to the mass of the Z, the apabilityof extrating the signal peak would therefore relay on the knowledge of theWZ ontribution whih will be based on Monte Carlo simulation and data(e.g. WZ ! l�ll).For Higgs masses above 100 GeV an asymmetri mass window would bemore appropriate, as the ontribution from the WZ bakground rises veryfast when the lower bound of the mass window is moved below � 100 GeV.



1940 E. Rihter-W¡s2.3.2. Continuum bakground� Wjj bakgroundThis bakground was simulated with the PYTHIA Monte Carlo, wherejets in the �nal state ome from the parton shower. The generation onsistedof the tree level hard proesses, q�q !Wg and gq !Wq, aompanied bythe initial and �nal state radiation. The total ross-setion forW+jet eventswith phardT > 10 GeV is 15 500 pb.The ontribution from the proess q�q ! Wg to the ontinuum irreduibleWb�b bakground was also obtained from the exat matrix element (ME)alulations [9℄ implemented in to the HERWIG Monte Carlo (the sameode as in [3℄ is used). The expeted2 ross-setion times branhing ratiofor the `b�b �nal state is 39.6 pb.Table V shows the kinemati aeptane for inlusive Wjj events (bothq�q and qg ontributions inluded) and separately for q�q !Wg events only.The aeptanes are omparable in both samples. The heavy �avour ompo-sition of events aepted inside the mass window is given in Table VI. Thisomposition is proess dependent and is given for the inlusive q�q !Wg,qg !Wq sample and for eah subsample separately. It is found to be ingood agreement with theoretial expetations disussed in [11℄. A signi�-antly lower fration of j; b;  and a higher fration of b�b events is foundin the q�q ! Wg sample than in the gq ! Wq sample. It should be stressed,however, that the statistial error on numbers given in Table VI is quitelarge in some ases.Diret omparison of the q�q ! Wg proess, see Table VII, simulatedwith the matrix element (ME) alulations and with the PYTHIA showerapproah indiates that the preditions from PYTHIA are 20�30% lower.As the q�q! Wb�b matrix element for 2! 3 proess is fairly simple it shouldbe well reprodued by the 2 ! 2 proess followed by gluon splitting. Nev-ertheless, this 20�30% disrepany is muh smaller than that obtained frome.g. omparing rates [12℄ for inlusiveW+ 2jets andW+ 3jets prodution asgiven from PYTHIA and VECBOS. There, a fator of 1.8�2.0 was needed tobring PYTHIA results to these given by the matrix element alulations. IntheWb�b ase, however, the b�b pair omes predominantly from gluon splittingof the leading gluon produed in the hard proess q�q ! Wg. In addition,other possible e�ets like a softer multi-jet spetrum and/or enhaned heavy�avour ontent (for a disussion see [13℄) ould anel eah other, leading toa relatively small orretion fator needed to bring the PYTHIA preditionfor the q�q!Wg!Wbb bakground in agreement with the ME alulations.2 For the q�q !Wb�b proess the ross-setion is lower than what was given in [3℄. Thisdi�erene omes from the fat that in Table 1 of [3℄ the total pp!Wb�b ross-setionwas given and a fator 1.75 was applied to the q�q ! Wg ! Wb�b ross-setion toaount for the gq !Wq ontribution.



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1941The prodution ross-setion for the q�q !Wg proess is 40% of the totalpp ! Wq;Wg ross-setion. On average, this 40% ontribution holds alsofor the Wb�b events seleted after uts. However, for any other �avour om-position of jet the q�q proess ontributes only 10�20% to the total numberof expeted events. TABLE VFor Wjj events, expeted umulative aeptanes of the kinemati seletion rite-ria. For events generated with PYTHIA, these aeptanes are given for samples(merged together) generated at di�erent phardT bins and for events �ltered by re-quiring 2 jets with j�j < 2:5.Cumulative q�q !Wg; qg !Wq q�q !Wg q�q !Wbbaeptane PYTHIA 5.7 PYTHIA 5.7 ME + HERWIG 5.6.Lepton 63.8% 63.0% 58.1%+ 2 b-labelled jets �lter �lter 8.0%+ jet veto 30 GeV 26.9% 29.1% 6.9%+ jet veto 15 GeV 15.8% 14.8% 5.1%TABLE VIThe heavy �avour omposition of jj pairs aepted in the mass window after allkinemati uts exept the jet veto.Fration q�q !Wg, qg !Wq q�q !Wg qg !Wqin mass windowbb 0.3% 0.5% 0.2%b 0.2% 0.2% 0.3% 1.4% 0.8% 1.8%jb 1.5% 1.5% 1.5%j 18.6% 10.7% 20.0%jj 78.0% 86.3% 76.2%For the �nal estimate of theWjj bakground, see Table VIII, the resultsobtained from the PYTHIA are used without any orretions to the overallnormalisation3.3 A di�erent approah was followed in [3℄ for the evaluation of the Wb�b bakground.The ME+HERWIG predition for q�q !Wb�b was used and the resulting ross-setionwas then multiplied by a fator 1.75 to take into aount the ontribution from thegq!Wq proess.



1942 E. Rihter-W¡s TABLE VIIThe same as Table IV but for q�q !Wb�b events.Expeted q�q !Wb�b q�q !Wb�bevents PYTHIA 5.7 ME + HERWIG 5.6.Jet veto 30 GeVmbb = 100�20 GeV 3400 4200mbb = 120�24 GeV 2400 2900Jet veto 15 GeVmbb = 100�20 GeV 2400 2900mbb = 120�24 GeV 1600 2000 TABLE VIIIThe same as Table IV but for all Wjj eventsExpeted Wjj (bb) Wjj (other)events PYTHIA 5.7 PYTHIA 5.7Jet veto 30 GeVmbb = 100�20 GeV 9000 6400mbb = 120�24 GeV 7800 5300Jet veto 15 GeVmbb = 100�20 GeV 4500 3200mbb = 120�24 GeV 3900 2600� Top pair and single top ontinuum bakgroundTop pair prodution ontributes signi�antly to the ontinuum bak-ground. A non negligible bakground omes also from single top prodution.These bakgrounds an be largely suppressed with a tight jet veto.! Top pair produtionThis hannel results in a WWb�b �nal state, with one W deaying intoleptons and the other W deaying into leptons or jets. The lepton and jetvetos provide an overall rejetion of � 100 against this hannel (for a jet vetoat 15 GeV), see Table IX. As already disussed in [3℄ a large fration of theremaining bakground omes from W ! �� events. This hannel representsthe seond dominant soure of bakground afterWjj. The expeted numberof events is given in Table X.! Single top prodution: W � ! tbAnother soure of irreduible Wb�b bakground is a diret prodution of ao�-mass shellW � ! tb. In this ase the HERWIG 5.6 Monte Carlo generator



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1943has been used, sine this proess is not available in PYTHIA. This han-nel has a prodution ross-setion almost two orders of magnitude smallerthan that of the inlusive q�q !Wb�b bakground. Although its aeptaneis almost 3�5 times larger than that of Wb�b, it only inreases the q�q !Wb�bbakground by � 10�20%. The expeted aeptanes of the kinemati se-letion are given in Table IX, and the expeted number of events after alluts in Table X. TABLE IXFor single top and top pair prodution, the expeted umulative aeptanes of thekinemati seletion riteria. For tb; t events, the aeptanes are given for eventspreviously �ltered by requiring two b- or - jets.Cumulative t�t W � ! t�b tb; taeptane PYTHIA 5.7 HERWIG 5.6 PYTHIA5.7Lepton 68.2% 65.9% 74.7%+ 2 b-labelled jets 40.6% 41.8% �lter+ jet veto 30 GeV 1.8% 22.7% 2.5%+ jet veto 15 GeV 0.4% 11.6% 0.8% TABLE XThe same as Table IV but for single top and top pair produtionExpeted t�t W � ! t�b tb; tevents PYTHIA 5.7 HERWIG 5.6 PYTHIA 5.7Jet veto 30 GeVmbb = 100�20 GeV 8450 580 250mbb = 120�24 GeV 10500 640 330Jet veto 15 GeVmbb = 100�20 GeV 1900 300 80mbb = 120�24 GeV 2100 320 100! Single top prodution: tb; tThe aeptane for the b-jets seletion for these hannels is relatively low,in Table IX it is denoted as �ltered and required that the qg ! tq proesswas generated in several phardT . In addition, an extra jet in the �nal statean be e�iently tagged, leading to a large rejetion by the jet veto. Thebakground from the ontinuum single top prodution turns out thereforeto be signi�antly smaller than that from t�t prodution.



1944 E. Rihter-W¡s2.3.3. Total signal and bakgroundTables XI and XII present the expeted rates after all uts for an inte-grated luminosity of 30 fb�1 for the WH signal with mH = 100 GeV and120 GeV and for the bakgrounds. Results are given for two thresholds onthe jet veto, 15 GeV and 30 GeV. Lepton reonstrution e�ieny, b-tagginge�ieny and mass window aeptane have been inluded in all rates. Themass window of � 20 GeV (resp. � 24 GeV) around the expeted peakposition of signal events is assumed for the Higgs masses 100 GeV (resp.120 GeV). TABLE XIFor an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, the expeted number of signal and bak-ground events for mH = 100 GeV after all uts.Bother denotes bakground ontri-bution where one or both jets are misidenti�ed as b-jets.Proess Jet-veto 30 GeV Jet-veto 15 GeVWH 605 360WZ 845 520Wjj (b�b) 9000 4500Wjj (other) 6400 3200tt 8450 1900W � ! tb 580 300tb; t 250 80Total bgd 25500 10500S=pB 3.8 3.5S=B 2.4% 3.4%Bother=Btotal 25% 30%Neither the signal nor the bakgrounds were resaled to take into a-ount higher-order orretions or limitations oming from the parton showerapproah. In partiular the ontribution from Wb�b events was taken fromthe simulation with PYTHIA.So far only events where W ! e� or W ! �� were onsidered both forthe signal and the bakgrounds. Events giving rise to `b�b �nal states ouldome also from WH, ZH events with W ! ��, Z ! `` or Z ! �� for asignal and respetively from ZZ, Z+jet for the bakground. The total signalrates an be inreased by 13%, the irreduible resonant bakground by 20%while the non resonant bakground an be inreased by up to 13% of theontribution oming from events with W ! e�; �� only. These might leadto an improvement in the expeted signi�ane by at most 6%.



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1945TABLE XIIThe same as Table XI but for mH = 120 GeV.Proess Jet-veto 30 GeV Jet-veto 15 GeVWH 325 195WZ 325 207Wjj (b�b) 7800 3900Wjj (other) 5300 2600tt 10500 2100W � ! tb 640 320tb; t 330 100Total bgd 24900 9250S=pB 2.1 2.0S=B 1.3% 2.1%Bother=Btotal 21% 28%The general onlusions whih an be driven from these results are:� The expeted signal signi�ane, measured as S=pB, varies between3.8 and 3.5 formH = 100 GeV, and between 2.1�2.0 formH = 120 GeV,depending on the jet veto threshold.� The signal-to-bakground ratio is below 4% and the ratio of the redu-ible-to-irreduible bakground varies between 20�30%.� A jet veto of 15-30 GeV is ruial to suppress the otherwise overwhelm-ing t�t bakground. Therefore this hannel is expeted to be di�ultat high luminosity.� The observation of the resonant WZ peak seems possible with a sig-ni�ane exeeding 5� for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1.Fig. 3 shows the expeted signal plus bakground mass distributions formH = 100 GeV and mH = 120 GeV. Also shown is the bakground shapefor the two dominant soures, Wjj and t�t.
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Fig. 3. Top: The expeted mbb distributions for signal plus bakground (solidline) for a Higgs mass of 100 GeV (left) and 120 GeV (right). The plots are nor-malised to the expeted number of events for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1and for jet veto at 30 GeV. The ontinuum bakground (dashed), the resonant sig-nal+bakground (dotted) and the signal alone (hathed) are also shown. Bottom:The expeted mbb distributions for the top and the Wjj bakgrounds for a jet vetoat 30 GeV and for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1.2.4. 2 TeV p�p versus 14 TeV pp2.4.1. IntrodutionThe primary aim of this omparison is to study di�erenes in the ex-peted signal and bakground rates for 14 TeV pp and 2 TeV p�p ollisions,assuming omparable performane of the detetors, namely e�ienies for



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1947jets and lepton reonstrution, b-jet tagging and jet veto. Consistently thefast simulation of the ATLAS detetor is used.The following seletion riteria are adopted:� For the ases alled (1) and (2) the ATLAS rapidity overage and sele-tion riteria are used with a jet-veto threshold at 30 GeV. Di�erenesin the aeptanes and expeted rates are therefore diretly relatedto di�erenes in the physis (ross-setions) and kinemati features ofevents, et.� For the ase alled (3) a redued geometrial overage and slightlydi�erent seletion riteria are used, following what spei�ed in theTevatron report [2℄:� one lepton with pT > 20 GeV, no other leptons with pT > 10 GeV;� the detetor overage for b-tagging and lepton reonstrution isj�j < 2:0;� events with additional jets over j�j<2:5 and pT>30GeV are re-jeted� For the b-tagging performane, a 60% e�ieny per b-labelled jet, fora rejetion of 10 against -jet and 100 against light jet is assumed.� A lepton reosntrution e�ieny of 90% is assumed for eletrons andmuons.� A mass window of �2� with � = 10% mH is used.2.4.2. WH signal and WZ resonant bakgroundThe aeptane for signal events is higher almost by a fator of twofor 2 TeV p�p ollisions than for 14 TeV pp ollision. About 16% higheraeptane is expeted for the request of an isolated lepton, about 19% forthe request of a b-labelled pair and about 30% for the jet veto. The higheraeptane for the jet veto ut is aused mostly by the weaker QCD radiationat smaller entre-of-mass energy. The smaller geometrial aeptane ofthe Tevatron detetors is ompensated by a softer jet-veto ut, as the t�tbakground is muh less severe at 2 TeV. Table XIII gives details on theexpeted aeptanes.Due to the smaller aeptane at 14 TeV, the expeted signal rates areonly by 5.3�5.5 times higher than at 2 TeV despite the fat that the initialross-setion is 10 times larger. Similarly, the aeptane for the resonant



1948 E. Rihter-W¡sbakground is 2 times higher for 2 TeV p�p ollisions. About 17% higheraeptane is expeted for the request of an isolated lepton, about 23% forthe request of a b-labelled pair and about 28% for the jet-veto ut. Alsoin this ase the higher aeptane for the jet veto is aused mostly by thesmaller enter-of-mass energy.Due to, a smaller geometrial aeptane but a softer jet veto at theTevatron, the expeted rates for the resonant bakground are 5.7�6.0 timeslarger at LHC.Table XIV gives details on the expeted number of events for signal andresonant bakground. TABLE XIIIForWH andWZ events, expeted umulative aeptanes of the seletion riteria.Lepton identi�ation and b-tagging e�ienies are not inluded.Cumulative 14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�p 2 TeV p�p Ratioaeptane (redued)(1) (2) (3) (1)/(3)WH , mH = 100 GeVLepton 63.2% 75.5% 73.5% 0.86+ 2 b-labelled jets 29.3% 45.1% 40.9% 0.72+ jet veto 30 GeV 18.5% 37.1% 33.6% 0.55WH , mH = 120 GeVLepton 66.0% 77.4% 75.6% 0.87+ 2 b-labelled jets 33.1% 51.1% 49.3% 0.67+ jet veto 30 GeV 18.8% 40.7% 36.7% 0.51WZ, mZ = 91 GeVLepton 57.9% 72.5% 68.0% 0.85+ 2 b-labelled jets 21.3% 37.7% 31.0% 0.69+ jet veto 30 GeV 13.9% 31.7% 25.9% 0.54



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1949TABLE XIVFor an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, expeted number of events from the WHsignal and the WZ bakground after all uts. Lepton reonstrution e�ieny,b-tagging e�ieny and aeptane inside the mass window are inluded.14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�p 2 TeV p�p Ratio(redued)(1) (2) (3) (1)/(3)mH = 100 GeVWH 605 127 115 5.3WZ 845 181 148 5.7mH = 120 GeVWH 325 65 59 5.5WZ 325 67 54 6.0

Fig. 4. The expetedmbb spetrum forWH (hahed),WZ (dashed) andWH+WZ(solid) events for a Higgs mass mH = 100 GeV (left) and 120 GeV (right).2.4.3. Continuum bakgroundThe total ontinuum bakground is about 20 times higher in the 14 TeVpp senario. For details on the aeptanes see Table XV.� Wjj bakgroundAs above the total aeptanes for the kinemati uts, (see Table XV), issmaller in the 14 TeV pp senario. In this partiular ase the total aeptaneis lower by a fator 1.6.



1950 E. Rihter-W¡s TABLE XVFor the ontinuum bakground, the expeted aeptanes of the seletion riteria.Lepton reonstrution and b-tagging e�ienies are not inluded. For Wjj eventsthe aeptanes are given for samples generated with di�erent phardT bins (mergedtogether). For single top prodution, tb and t events, the aeptanes are givenfor events previously �ltered by requiring two b- or - jets.Cumulative 14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�p 2 TeV p�p Ratioaeptane (redued)(1) (2) (3) (1)/(3)WjjLepton 63.0% 78.7% 76.2% 0.83+ 2 b-labelled jets �lter �lter �lter �+ jet veto 30 GeV 29.1% 53.9% 46.4% 0.63t�tLepton 68.2% 73.1% 71.6% 0.95+ 2 b-labelled jets 40.6% 45.3% 42.6% 0.95+ jet veto 30 GeV 1.8% 4.2% 4.0% 0.45W � ! tbLepton 65.9% 80.0% 77.3% 0.85+ 2 b-labelled jets 41.8% 57.4% 51.6% 0.81+ jet veto 30 GeV 22.7% 43.9% 39.5% 0.57Single top tb; tLepton 74.7% 80.0% 77.8% 0.96+ 2 b-labelled jets �lter �lter �lter �+ jet veto 30 GeV 2.5% 8.9% 7.2% 0.35The total rate from Wjj events, after all uts is 17�21 higher at LHC.The relative ontribution from the reduible bakground Wjj(other) is 40%for 14 TeV pp ollinsions and 20% for 2 TeV p�p ollisions.� W � ! tb bakgroundThis bakground is of little importane in both senarios. The totalaeptane is muh smaller at LHC but the expeted rates are 4.7 timeshigher.� t�t bakgroundThe t�t bakground is signi�antly smaller at 2 TeV beause the rosssetion is almost 100 times smaller. This bakground is strongly suppressedwith the jet veto ut. At 2 TeV suh a jet veto is almost a fator of 3 lesse�ient as the smaller QCD radiation, and the jet-veto threshold (ase 3) isslightly softer. The resulting aeptane is almost 2 times smaller at LHCand therefore the expeted bakground rates 33 times larger.



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1951� tb; t bakgroundSimilar observations as for the t�t hannel are also valid in this ase. Theoverall aeptane for the bakground is 3 times smaller at LHC, but theabsolute event rate is 18�25 times higher.2.4.4. Total signal and bakgroundTables XVI and XVII ompare the expeted signal and bakground ratesfor the 14 TeV pp senario and the 2 TeV p�p senario for two mass points,mH = 100 GeV and 120 GeV, and for a jet-veto ut of 30 GeV. Assumingthe same detetor performane, the signal and resonant bakground are afator of 5 larger at LHC and the ontinuum bakground a fator 20 larger.The ratio of reduible to irreduible bakground is a fator 1.6�1.9 higherat LHC and the signal to bakground a fator of almost 3�5 smaller.TABLE XVIFor an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, the expeted number of signal and bak-ground events for mH = 100 GeV, after all uts. Aeptane in the mass window,lepton reonstrution e�ieny and b-tagging e�ieny are inluded.Proess 14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�p 2 TeV p�p Ratio(redued)(1) (2) (3) (1)/(3)WH 605 127 115 5.3WZ 845 180 150 5.7Wjj (b�b) 9000 840 710 13Wjj (other) 6400 230 190 34tt 8450 270 250 34W � ! tb 580 140 120 4.8tb; t 250 15 14 18Total bgd 25500 1700 1450 18S=pB 3.8 3.1 3.0 1.3S=B 2.4% 7.5% 7.9% 0.3Bother=Btotal 25% 14% 13% 1.9The sensitivity in terms of S=pB is higher by a fator 1.3 times larger atLHC, however, the environment is muh more di�ult. The bakground isnot dominated by a single soure, but is a ombination of theW and t�t eventsand a substantial ontribution from the reduible Wjj. The ratio of thereduible to irreduible bakground is larger therefore a very good rejetionof non-b jets is important. The t�t bakground is potentially overwhelmingand an be suppressed only with very tight jet-veto uts. The feasibility andthe e�ieny of a tight jet-veto is ruial for the observation of this hannel.



1952 E. Rihter-W¡s TABLE XVIIThe same as Table XVI but for mH = 120 GeV.Proess 14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�p 2 TeV p�p Ratio(redued)(1) (2) (3) (1)/(3)WH 325 65 59 5.5WZ 325 70 55 6Wjj (b�b) 7800 550 470 17Wjj (other) 5300 175 140 38tt 10500 330 310 34W � ! tb 640 150 135 4.7tb, t 330 14 13 25Total bgd 24900 1300 1100 22S=pB 2.1 1.8 1.8 1.2S=B 1.3% 5.0% 5.4% 0.2Bother=Btotal 21% 13% 13% 1.62.4.5. Comparison with the Tevatron report [2℄The results presented in the previous setions an be diretly omparedwith those presented in the report of the Higgs Working Group of Tevatron[2℄. Although [2℄ is not yet o�ially published, results from this report werepublily presented already several times [16℄, inluding reent presentation[17℄. Therefore we onsider them to be mature enough to justify performedbelow omparison. Two di�erent analyses are presented in [2℄, based onthe so alled QFL and SHW simulations of the detetor performane. Theproposed seletion riteria di�er in some details between these two analyses,leading however to omparable signal signi�anes in both ases.In Tables XVIII�XXI omparisons between the results obtained withthese studies and those reported in [2℄ are shown for mass point mH=110 GeV4. There are obvious di�erenes in the assumptions onerning theexpeted detetor performane. In the olumn labelled This study, the ex-peted performane of the ATLAS detetor at LHC is assumed, but theseletion riteria are those proposed in [2℄. This inlude a redued pseudo-rapidity overage and a softer jet veto, as already explained in Setion 2.4.1(ase 3). In addition to the seletion riteria desribed so far, a ut on thetransverse missing energy, EmissT > 20 GeV is inluded5 beause it is used inthe analysis presented in [2℄.4 Only for this mass point a omplete break-down of the aeptane for signal andbakgrounds is available in [2℄.5 This seletion is used to suppress the possible bakground due to semileptoni deaysinside QCD jets.
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Fig. 5. Top: The expeted mbb distributions for the signal plus bakground (solidline) for a Higgs boson mass of 100 GeV (left) and 120 GeV (right) for 2 TeVp�p ollisions. A jet veto at 30 GeV is used and the plots are normalised to theexpeted number of events for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1. Also shownare the distributions for the ontinuum bakground (dashed), resonant signal plusbakground (dotted) and signal only (hathed). Bottom: The expeted mbb distri-butions for the dominant ontinuum bakgrounds for a jet veto of 30 GeV and foran integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1.The main ingredients of the detetor performane, whih are relevant forthese Higgs searhes are the b-tagging e�ieny and the non-b jets rejetion,as well as the e�ienies for jet reonstrution and jet veto. That is whyshown are also results, denoted as This study saled, obtained after resaling6signal and bakground rates by the ratio of signal aeptanes for double b-6 We ould not used diretly parametrisation for the b-tagging e�ieny given in [2℄, asthe information on the reonstrution e�ieny for b-labelled pair was not availablethere.



1954 E. Rihter-W¡stag respetive for This study and Tevatron report. The olumn This studysaled shows results obtained by using the same aeptane for double b-tagfor the signal events as that quoted in [2℄. The bakground rates in thisolumn are saled with the same fator as for the signal.Comparison with the SHW analysisSeletion riteria as lose as possible to those of the SHW analysis havebeen applied in This study :� Lepton ut: One isolated lepton with pT > 20 GeV and no additionalwith pT > 10 GeV, inside the rapidity overage j�j < 2:0.� EmissT ut: The reonstruted missing transverse energy must be EmissT> 20 GeV. The alorimeter overage extends up to 5.0 in pseudorapid-ity.� Double b-tag ut: Two jets with pT > 30 GeV and 15 GeV respetivelywithin j�j < 2:0 tagged as b-jets. A b-tagging e�ieny of 60% per jetwas used, with a rejetion against -jets of 10 and a rejetion againstlight jets of 100. For This study saled, the e�ieny for double b-tag (inluding the jet reonstrution e�ieny) is multiplied for bothsignal and bakground by a orretion fator of 1.7.� Jet-veto ut: Jets are reonstruted in the pseudorapidity range j�j< 2:5. No jets with pT > 30 GeV and not more than one jet withpT > 15 GeV are required.� Mass window ut: A mass window of 110 � 33 GeV, orresponding to� = 15% mH , is used.The disrepany between (A) and (B) is roughly onsistent with a fator1.7 higher aeptane for double b-tag (inluding jets reonstrution) in (B),a fator 0.75 lower aeptane for jet veto in (B) and a fator 1.3 highersignal ross-setion assumed in (B). After resaling the rates for the doubleb-tag of the Tevatron study, the disagreement between (A') and (B) almostdisappear, this agreement is however rather aidental for bakground rates.A more detailed break-down of the di�erenes between the two studies,whih an be found below, supports these onlusions. This omparisonshould be treated with some aution as Table 5, 6 and 7 in Setion C of [2℄show some inonsistenies. In Tables XIX and XX, whih give the break-down of aeptanes, we quote the number of events estimated from theross-setions (Table 5 of [2℄) and aeptanes (Table 6 of [2℄) and theseretrieved from Table 7 of [2℄. They are not always onsistent. As an example,the t�t bakground estimate from Table 7 of [2℄ is 900 events while that fromTables 5 and 6 of [2℄ is 360 events.



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1955TABLE XVIIIComparison between �This study� (A), �This study saled� (A'), see text, and Tevatronresults (B) (numbers are taken from Table 7 in Setion C of [2℄). Expeted number ofevents are ompared for mH = 110 GeV and for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1. Foronsisteny with original Tevatron studies W ! �� is also inluded, but its ontributionto the total signal and bakground is on the level of 3% only.Proess This study This study Tevatron report Ratio Ratio(SHW )(A) saled (A') Table 7 in [2℄ (B) (A)/(B) (A')/(B)WH 85 144 150 0.6 1.0WZ 140 240 330 0.4 0.7Wjj (b�b) 1130 1920 1890 0.6 1.0Wjj (other) 210 210 none � �tt 350 590 900 0.4 0.6single top 185 310 360 0.5 0.9Total bgd 2015 3270 3510 0.6 0.9S=pB 1.9 2.5 2.5 0.8 1.0S=B 4.2% 4.4% 4.3% 1.0 1.0Bother=Btotal 10% 6.4% none � �Comparison with the QFL analysisSeletion riteria as lose as possible to those of the QFL's analysis [2℄have been applied in This study:� Lepton ut: One isolated lepton with pT > 20 GeV and no additionalwith pT > 10 GeV, inside the rapidity overage j�j < 2:0. Notethat the isolated traks from hadroni tau-deays are not onsideredin (A), but are inluded in (B)).� EmissT ut: The reonstruted missing transverse energy must be EmissT> 20 GeV. The alorimeter overage extends up to 5.0 in pseudorapid-ity.� The jet reonstrution threshold was set to 10 GeV.� Double b-tag ut: Two jets with pT > 30 GeV and 15 GeV respetivelywithin j�j < 2:0 tagged as b-jets. A b-tagging e�ieny of 60% per jetwas used, with a rejetion against -jets of 10 and a rejetion againstlight jets of 100. For This study saled, the e�ieny for double b-tag (inluding the jet reonstrution e�ieny) is multiplied for bothsignal and bakground by a orretion fator of 1.3.� Jet-veto ut: Jets are reonstruted in the pseudorapidity range j�j< 2:4. No jets with pT > 20 GeV.



1956 E. Rihter-W¡s TABLE XIXBreak-down of aeptanes, and the expeted number of events for the WH signalwith 110 GeV and the WZ resonant bakground.Proess This study Tevatron report(SHW ) CommentsTable 5, 6 in [2℄(A) (B)WH signal� (pb) 0.16 0:22 1.4 higher � in (B)BR 0:331� 0:85 0:331� 0:85 � 's from W inludedLepton 46.4% 39:6% 90% e�. inludedin (A)EmissT 84.4% 89:0%Double b-tag 22.3% 37:8%Jet veto 75.8% 57:3%Mass window 94.5% 90:3%Total aept 6.25% 6:9%Total aept �BR 1.76% 1:94% 1.1 higher aept.in (B)Expeted events 85 128 (aept.) 1.5 higher rates in (B)150 (Table 7 in [2℄) 1.8 higher rates in (B)WZ bakground� (pb) 2.5 3:2 1.3 higher in � (B)BR 0:331 � 0:15 0:331 � 0:15 � 's from W inludedLepton 42:5% 33:8% 90% e�. inludedin (A)EmissT 86:0% 84:8%Double b-tag 16:7% 34:6%Jet veto 80:0% 64:8%Mass window 80:0% 84:2%Total aept 3:9% 5:4%Total aept �BR 0:19% 0:27% 1.4 higher aept.in (B)Expeted events 140 260 (aept.) 1.8 higher rates in (B)330 (Table 7 in [2℄) 2.3 higher rates in (B)� Mass window ut: A mass window of 110 � 22 GeV, orresponding to� = 10% mH , is used for (A) and (A'). Results in (B) are given formass window 91.8�123.3 GeV.



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1957TABLE XXThe same as Table XIX but for the other bakground hannels.Proess This study Tevatron report(SHW ) CommentsTable 2, 3 in [2℄(A) (B)q�q !Wbb bakground� (pb) 49.3 (ME) 10:6 Cut on generation in (B)?BR 0:331 0:331 � 's from W inludedLepton 46.0% 36:3% � 's from W inludedEmissT 90.0% 78:7% 90% e�. inluded in (A)Double b-tag 2.6% 19:7%Jet veto 93.3% 98:2%Mass window 24.7% 28:1%Total aept 2.5% 1.56%Total aept �BR 0.075% 0.52%Expeted events 1130 1654 (aept.) 1.5 higher rates in (B)1890 (Table 7 in [2℄) 1.7 higher rates in (B)t�t bakground� (pb) 7.8 7:5 Comparable � in (A), (B)BR 0:552 0.552 � 's from W inludedLepton 44.7% 21:7% 90% e�. inluded in (A)EmissT 85.7% 91:9%Double b-tag 23.0% 46:4%Jet veto 8.2% 7:9%Mass window 40.0% 39:6%Total aept 0.28% 0:29%Total aept �BR 0.15% 0:16% � aept. in (A), (B)Expeted events 350 360 (aept.) � rates in (A), (B)900 (Table 7 in [2℄) 2.6 higher rates in (B)One should notie, that the same number of signal events is expetedfrom the SHW and QFL analyses, but the estimated bakgrounds di�er bya fator 2! 3. Observability of the ``b�b �nal stateThe hannel is marginal for Higgs disovery at LHC. This is demon-strated by the study presented in this Setion whih was performed for aHiggs mass mH = 100 GeV.



1958 E. Rihter-W¡s TABLE XXIExpeted number of signal (mH = 110 GeV and bakground events after all utsfor �This study� (A), �This study saled� (A') (see text) and Tevatron report (B)(numbers are from Table 4 in Setion C of [2℄).Proess This study This study Tevatron report Ratio Ratio(A) saled (A') (QFL) (A)/(B) (A')/(B)Table 4 in [2℄ (B)WH 120 152 150 0.8 1.0WZ 130 160 147 0.9 1.1Wjj (b�b) 720 910 567 1.3 1.6Wjj (other) 200 200 none � �tt 210 260 366 0.6 0.7single top 150 190 354 0.4 0.5Total bgd 1410 1720 1434 1.0 1.2S=pB 3.2 3.7 4.0 0.8 0.9S=B 8.5% 8.8% 10.5% 0.8 0.7The following seletion riteria are applied:� 2 leptons: two opposite-sign, same-�avour leptons (OS-SF leptons)satisfying the following requirements:� one eletron or muon with pT > 20 GeV or two eletrons or muonswith pT > 15 GeV inside j�j < 2:5;� the reonstruted di-lepton mass inside a mass window of� 6 GeVaround the Z mass.The lepton reonstrution e�ieny is onservatively assumed to be90% per lepton.� 2 b-jets: 2 b-labelled jets with reonstruted transverse momentapT > 15 GeV and j�j < 2:5. A b-tagging e�ieny of 60% with arejetion of 10 and 100 against -jets and light-jets respetively is used.� Jet-veto: events with additional jets with pT > 30 and j�j < 5:0 arerejeted.� Mass window: It is hosen to be 100 � 20 GeV for mH = 100 GeV,whih orresponds to the resolution of 10% mH .



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 19593.1. Expeted prodution ratesTable XXII shows the prodution ross-setions for the signal and thevarious bakgrounds for 14 TeV pp and 2 TeV p�p ollisions. The H;Z ! b�band Z ! `�(` = e; �) branhing ratios are inluded. The ross-setions forZ+jet prodution are quoted for the hard proesses, q�q ! Zg and qg ! Zq,generated with the transverse momenta in the spei�ed ranges.TABLE XXIIProdution ross-setions for the ZH signal and for bakgrounds for 14 TeV pp and2 TeV p�p. The H;Z ! b�b and Z ! `` (` = e; �) branhing ratios are inluded.pp at 14 TeV p�p at 2 TeV RatioProess �[pb℄ �[pb℄ZH , mH = 100 GeV 0.069 0.0072 10ZZ 0.23 0.023 10t�t 27.8 0.32 87Z+jetphardT = 10�30 GeV 2:2� 103 2:3� 102 10phardT = 30�50 GeV 3:8� 102 2:6� 101 14phardT = 50�100 GeV 2:0� 102 1.0 �101 20phardT = 100�200 GeV 4:3� 101 1:2� 100 35phardT > 200 GeV 4:9� 100 4:9� 10�2 100For the signal and the resonant ZZ bakground the ross-setion is al-most a fator of 10 higher at LHC energies. The Z+jet rates are also 10times higher for a low phardT ut, but the ratio to the Tevatron rate inreaseswith inreasing transverse momenta of the hard sattering proess. The ex-peted prodution ross-setion for the t�t pairs is almost 100 times higherat LHC. 3.2. Signal and bakgrounds in 14 TeV pp ollisions3.2.1. ZH signal and ZZ resonant bakgroundThe aeptane for signal events is 15% and 8.6% for jet-veto thresholdsof 15 and 30 GeV (see Table XXIII). This does not inlude the b-taggingand lepton reonstrution e�ienies. This number is 20% lower than re-spetively for WH events with the `b�b signature. The aeptane in themass window is of 85%. The expeted signal rates for an integrated lumi-nosity of 30 fb�1 are given in Table XXIV. These rates are almost a fatorof 10 lower than those expeted from the WH ! `bb hannel (Table IV).



1960 E. Rihter-W¡s TABLE XXIIICumulative aeptanes of the kinemati seletion riteria for the ZH signal andthe ZZ resonant bakground. Lepton reonstrution and b-tagging e�ienies arenot inluded. Cumulative aeptane ZH ZZ2 leptons 54.6% 45.4%+ 2 b-labelled jets 25.3% 16.7%+ Jet veto 30 GeV 15.1% 11.0%+ Jet veto 15 GeV 8.6% 6.2% TABLE XXIVFor an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, expeted number of events from the ZHsignal and the ZZ resonant bakground after all uts.Expeted events ZH ZZNo jet veto 115 230Jet veto 30 GeV 80 160Jet veto 15 GeV 45 100The aeptane for the ZZ resonant bakground with one of theZ-bosons deaying into leptons (Z ! ``) and the seond one into a b�bpair (Z ! b�b) is smaller than for the ZH signal. Also smaller is the a-eptane in the bb mass window. The expeted number of events in themass window is nevertheless 2 times larger than for the signal. It is a lessfavourable situation than that for theWH hannel where the expeted reso-nant bakground is only 40% higher than the signal. The presene of a Higgssignal will broaden and distort the mass peak expeted from the resonantbakground, as shown in Fig. 6 for mH = 100 GeV.

Fig. 6. The expeted mbb distribution signal and resonant bakground (left) and oftotal bakground and signal+bakground (right) for the jet-veto threshold 30 GeVand an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1.



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 19613.2.2. Continuum bakgroundOnly Zjj and t�t ontribute signi�antly to the bakground to this han-nel. For details on the aeptanes see Table XXV.� Top pair prodution.This hannel gives rise to ``b�b �nal states if bothW 's deays semilepton-ially. The aeptane for two OS�SF leptons with invariant mass within� 6 GeV of the Z mass is 2.6%. On the other hand the jet veto is muh lesse�ient than for `b�b �nal states where the seond W from the top-quarkdeays predominantly into hadrons. The total aeptane for t�t prodution,normalised to a t�t! ``��b�b sample, is 0.3%. The total bakground fromt�t events is a fator of 10�25 smaller, depending on the threshold of thejet-veto, than for the `b�b hannel.� Zjj ontinuum bakgroundThis bakground was simulated with PYTHIA where multi-jets arisefrom parton shower. In PYTHIA, the tree level proesses qg ! qZ andq�q ! gZ are available. The ross-setion is dominated by the �rst one. Itdoes not inlude, however, all tree level diagrams leading to the Zb�b �nalstate [15℄, namely the b�b fusion i.e. gg ! b�bZ subproess is missing. Suhon�guration an be obtained only through initial state radiation. Thereforethe total Zb�b bakground as given by PYTHIA is underestimated [15℄. Onthe other hand, the reduible Zjj bakground where at least one j is notb an not be simulated with the exat matrix from [15℄. As in any asethe signal ZH signal is marginal one, this rather rude estimate of the Zjjbakground is hopefully adequate for the evaluation presented below.TABLE XXVCumulative aeptanes of the seletion riteria for the ontinuum t�t and Zjjbakgrounds. The Zjj events were �ltered by asking 2 jets within j�j < 2:5. Leptonidenti�ation e�ieny and b-tagging e�ieny are not inluded.Cumulative aeptane Zjj t�t2 leptons 27.6% 2.6%+ 2 b-labelled jets �lter 1.6%+ Jet veto 30 GeV 8.4% 0.7%+ Jet veto 15 GeV 4.3% 0.3%As a onsequene of the fat that di�erent hard proesses ontribute toZjj and Wjj prodution the jet �avour omposition is very di�erent in thetwo ases, see Table XXVI and Table VI. The fration of Zb�b events in theinlusive Zjj sample is 2.3% while the fration ofWb�b events in the inlusiveWjj sample is only 0.3%. The main di�erene omes from the fat that



1962 E. Rihter-W¡s TABLE XXVIComposition of the jet �avour for the Zjj events aepted in the b�b mass window(b-tagging not applied).Fration q�q ! Zg, qg ! Zq q�q ! Zg qg ! Zqin mass windowbb 2.3% 0.5% 2.5%b 0.2% 0.2% 0.3% 2.0% 0.9% 2.3%jb 5.5% 5.3% 5.9%j 9.6% 9.0% 10.0%jj 80.4% 84.1% 79.0%qg ! Zb prodution omes from the proess bg ! Zb, whih is aompaniedby seond spetator b-quark from the gluon splitting in the evolution of thestruture funtions. In this ase the Zbb �nal state is relatively easy tohappen. On the other hand qg ! Wb sattering is very rare beause itwould require a top-quark in the initial state, piked-up from the evolvedstruture funtions. As a onsequene in the qg !Wq proess one observesenhanement of the j fration with respet to what observed in the qg ! Zqproess. On the other hand, the �avour omposition for the q�q ! Zg andq�q !Wg proesses is very similar sine in both ases the b�b pair arises fromg splitting.As a onsequene, after b-jets identi�ation, the bakground from theZjj hannel is dominated by Z ! b�b events with two real b (90% of thetotal Zjj bakground) while for the Wjj hannel the Wb�b ontributionamounts only to 60% of the total Wjj bakground. TABLE XXVIIFor an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, expeted number of events from the on-tinuum Zjj and t�t bakgrounds after all uts.Expeted events Zjj (bb) Zjj (other) t�tNo jet veto 8300 700 850Jet veto 30 GeV 6300 500 350Jet veto 15 GeV 3300 350 175



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 19633.2.3. Total signal and bakgroundTable XXVIII presents the expeted rates for the ZH signal and bak-grounds giving ``b�b �nal states for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1. Thee�ienies for leptons reonstrution and b-tagging have been inluded and amass window of � 20 GeV around the nominal Higgs mass, mH = 100 GeV,is used. Neither the signal nor the bakgrounds were resaled to take into a-ount higher-order orretions or limitations oming from the parton showerapproah.The sensitivity of this hannel is found to be only marginal. Around50 signal events over 4000 bakground events are expeted. This givesa statistial signi�ane below 1� and a signal-to-bakground ratios of 1%only. The signi�ane for the observation of the resonant ZZ +ZH peak is3.5�. The ZH signal itself would ontribute only 30% to the resonant peakin the b�b mass window.Given the fat that the dominant bakground is Zb�b, whih has beensimulated with PYTHIA, the estimates for S=pB shown in Table XXVIIIare on the optimisti side.Figure 6 shows the expeted mbb distribution for the total bakgroundand for the signal plus bakground, for a jet-veto threshold of 30 GeV. This�gure illustrates also that it will be hopeless an atempt to extrat suha marginal signal given the shape and magnitude of the ontinuum bak-ground. TABLE XXVIIIFor an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, expeted number of signal and bakgroundevents after all uts.Proess No jet-veto Jet-veto 30 GeV Jet-veto 15 GeVZH 115 80 45ZZ 230 160 100tt 850 350 150Zjj (bb) 8300 6300 3300Zjj (other) 700 500 350Total bgd 10100 7300 3900S=pB 1.1 0.9 0.7S=B 1.1% 1.1% 1.1%The expeted sensitivity for the ``b�b signature is muh weaker than thatfor the `b�b signature. For the seletion with a jet-veto at 30 GeV, the ex-peted signal rates are 8 times lower with the bakground rates are only 3.5times lower in the ``b�b ase as ompared to the `b�b ase. This leads to afagor of � 4 smaller statistial signi�ane. Although in the ase of the``b�b hannel the jet-veto an be relaxed or removed (the t�t bakground isless severe) this would inrease the signal and bakground rates by at mosta fator of 2 and the statistial signi�ane by at most 40%.



1964 E. Rihter-W¡sAlso extrating a resonant ZZ peak in the ``b�b hannel is more di�ultthan extrating a WZ peak in the `b�b hannel.As an be onluded from Table XXVIII the jet veto an be safely relaxedor abandoned sine the t�t bakground would not exeed 10% of the totalbakground for the seletion with no jet-veto. This should allow probinghannel also at high luminosity. However, with presented analysis, even withthe ultimate integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1 and a b-tagging e�ieny of50% the expeted signi�ane would be at the level of 3.0� only.3.3. 2 TeV p�p versus 14 TeV ppThe ZH ! ``�b is onsidered non-marginal for Higgs at the Tevatron [2℄.To understand the di�erenes in the expeted physis potential for botholliding senarios, a quantitative omparison has been performed and ispresented below.As in the previous studies for both olliding senarios the ATLAS fastsimulation program is used.For the omparison presented below the following seletion riteria wereused onsistently:� We denote with (1) and (2) analyses based on the kinematial overageof the ATLAS detetor and on the seletion riteria disussed in theprevious setions. Di�erenes in aeptanes and expeted rates aretherefore diretly related to the di�erenes in physis.� Results denoted with (3) were obtained with a geometrial overageand seletion riteria similar to those in [2℄.� two leptons with pT > 10 GeV inside the rapidity range j�j < 2:0and with invariant mass in the window mZ � 6 GeV.� b-tagging and lepton reonstrution over j�j < 2:0.� no additional jets with pT > 30 GeV, and no more than one jetwith pT > 15 GeV within the pseudorapidity range j�j < 2:5.� A b-tagging e�ieny of 60% per b-labeled jet, with a rejetion of 10per -jet and 100 per light-quark jet were used.� A mass window of 100 � 20 GeV.� The lepton reonstrution e�ieny is onservatively assumed to be90% per lepton.



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 19653.3.1. ZH signal and resonant bakgroundThe signal aeptane is 80% higher for the 2 TeV p�p senario. About10% higher aeptane is expeted for the request of a pair of isolated lep-tons, about 20 % for the request of a pair of b-labelled jets and about 40% forthe jet-veto ut. The higher aeptane of the jet veto ut is due mostly tothe smaller entre-of-mass energy resulting in a smaller QCD radiation. Thesmaller geometrial aeptane of the Tevatron detetors is ompensated bythe softer jet-veto ut (as the t�t bakground is muh smaller at 2 TeV p�p).The smaller aeptane at LHC energies leads to expeted signal rateswhih are only 5.7 times higher than at the Tevatron, despite 10 times largerinitial ross-setion.The aeptane for the resonant bakground is omparable before jet-veto uts are applied. Sine the jet veto is more e�ient at 14 TeV the �nalaeptane is 40% higher at 2 TeV (see Table XXIX). TABLE XXIXExpeted umulative aeptanes of the seletion riteria for ZH (Z ! ``) signalevents. Lepton reonstrution and b-tagging e�ienies are not inluded.Cumulative 14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�p 2 TeV p�p Ratioaeptane (redued)(1) (2) (3) (1)/(3)ZH2 leptons 54.6% 61.6% 60.2% 0.90+ 2 b-labelled jets 25.3% 36.8% 33.5% 0.75+ jet veto 30 GeV 15.1% 30.3% 27.5% 0.55ZZ2 leptons 45.4% 58.6% 50.7% 0.89+ 2 b-labelled jets 16.7% 30.5% 23.1% 0.72+ jet veto 30 GeV 11.0% 25.6% 19.3% 0.57The expeted rates after all uts are given in Table XXX. The resonantbakground are 6.9 times higher at 14 TeV sine the signal is only a fator5.7 higher at 14 TeV. The signal to resonant bakground ratio is worse at14 TeV.



1966 E. Rihter-W¡s TABLE XXXFor an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, expeted number of events from ZH signaland ZZ resonant bakground for a seletion with a jet-veto 30 GeV. The numbersinlude the aeptane inside mass window, lepton reonstrution and b-tagginge�ienies. Expeted 14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�p 2 TeV p�p Ratioevents (redued)(1) (2) (3) (1)/(3)ZHNo jet-veto 115 20 18 6.4Jet-veto 30 GeV 80 16 15 5.3ZZNo jet-veto 230 47 34 6.8Jet-veto 30 GeV 160 28 23 6.93.3.2. Continuum bakground� Top pair produtionThe t�t bakground is less severe at 2 TeV. the ross-setion is almost100 times smaller than at 14 TeV. In the analysis performed here, this bak-ground is mostly suppressed by the tight mass window ut applied to thedi-lepton pair. In addition, it an also be suppressed by the jet veto. For2 TeV p�p ollisions suh veto would be almost 3 times less e�ient beauseof the smaller QCD radiation and beause the dominant prodution modeis q�q ! t�t and not gg ! t�t. The jet veto proposed in a 2 TeV environmentis slightly softer. As a onsequene the aeptane is almost a fator of 2lower for the 14 TeV senario and therefore the expeted t�t bakground is30 times higher. This has to be ompared with a 5.7 times higher signal.� Zjj ontinuum bakgroundAs for the other hannels, the aeptanes for isolated leptons, doubleb-tag and jet-veto uts, are lower in the 14 TeV senario (Table XXXI). Thetotal aeptane is almost a fator of 2.5 smaller.However, this bakground does not simply sale with the aeptane andthe ross-setion. The fration of jets with a heavy �avour ontent is muhhigher in the 14 TeV ase, as illustrated in Table XXXII. Therefore theexpeted number of true Zb�b events in the mass window is almost 30�50times higher in the 14 TeV senario despite the fat that the initial ross-setion is only 10�15 times higher.



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1967TABLE XXXICumulative aeptanes of the seletion riteria for the t�t and Zjj ontinuum bak-grounds. The Zjj events were �ltered by requiring 2 jets with j�j < 2:5 and theaeptane is given for events generated in di�erent phardT bins. Lepton reonstru-tion and b-tagging e�ienies are not inluded.Cumulative aeptane 14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�p 2 TeV p�p(redued) Ratio(1) (2) (3) (1)/(3)Zjj2 leptons 27.6% 56.2% 50.8% 0.54+ 2 b-labelled jets �lter �lter �lter �+ jet veto 30 GeV 8.4% 24.8% 20.5% 0.41t�t2 leptons 2.6% 3.4% 3.2% 0.81+ 2 b-labelled jets 1.6% 2.2% 1.9% 0.50+ jet veto 30 GeV 0.7% 1.7% 1.5% 0.47TABLE XXXIIHeavy �avour omposition of Zjj events aepted in the mass window for jets withpT > 15 GeV. No jet veto is applied.Frationin mass window 14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�pbb 2.3% 1.0%b 0.2% 0.7% 2.0% 1.2%jb 5.5% 2.3%j 9.6% 6.2%jj 80.4% 89.0%3.3.3. Total signal and bakgroundTable XXXIV ompares the expeted signal and bakgrounds for the14 TeV pp and the 2 TeV p�p senarios as estimated with and without jet-veto. For istane, assuming a omparable detetor performane and no jetveto, the expeted signal is 5.7 times higher and the total bakground 36times higher for the 14 TeV pp. The signi�anes are omparable in bothases, but the signal-to-bakground ratio is muh larger for the 2 TeV p�psenario.The estimates presented in Table XXXIV show that the sensitivity tothis hannel, is marginal for both senarios. Also, in both ases the dominantbakground is Zb�b, whih is underestimated in PYTHIA.
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Fig. 7. The expeted shape of the mbb distributions for (left): signal, resonantbakground and signal plus bakgorund and (right) ontinuum bakground andsignal plus total bakground; for the Higgs mass of 100 GeV at 2 TeV p�p ollisions.A jet veto at 30 GeV is used and the plots are normalised to the expeted numberof events for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1. TABLE XXXIIIFor an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, expeted number of events from the Zjjand t�t bakgrounds after all uts. Aeptane inside the mass window, leptonreonstrution e�ieny and b-tagging e�ieny are inluded.Expeted 14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�p 2 TeV p�p Ratioevents (redued)(1) (2) (3) (1)/(3)Zjj (bb)No jet-veto 8300 195 130 64Jet-veto 30 GeV 6300 180 120 52Zjj (other)No jet-veto 700 20 14 50Jet-veto 30 GeV 500 20 14 36t�tNo jet veto 850 17 15 57Jet veto 30 GeV 350 13 11 32



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1969TABLE XXXIVFor an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, expeted numbers of signal and bakgroundevents after all uts.Proess 14 TeV pp 2 TeV p�p 2 TeV p�p Ratio(redued)(1) (2) (3) (1)/(3)No jet-vetoZH 115 20 18 6.4ZZ 230 47 34 6.8tt 850 17 15 57Zjj (bb) 8300 195 130 64Zjj (other) 700 20 14 50Total bgd 10100 280 190 55S=pB 1.1 1.2 1.3 0.8S=B 1.1% 7.1% 9.5% 0.1Jet-veto 30 GeVZH 80 16 15 5.3ZZ 160 28 23 6.9tt 350 13 11 32Zjj (bb) 6300 180 120 52Zjj (other) 500 20 14 36Total bgd 7300 240 170 43S=pB 0.9 1.0 1.1 0.8S=B 1.1% 6.6% 8.8% 0.23.3.4. Comparison with the Tevatron report [2℄A diret omparison with the results presented in [2℄ is shown in Ta-ble XXXV. There is a lear disagreement in the predited signal and bak-grounds. For the results presented in the olumn This study, the ATLASperformane is assumed, but the seletion riteria proposed in [2℄ are used.This inludes smaller pseudorapidity overage and softer jet veto, as alreadydisussed in Setion 3.3. The olumn This study saled shows rates resaledby a fator 1.7, obtained assuming the double b-tag aeptane for signalevents as in the Tevatron study for the WH hannel.The disrepany in the predited signal rates is onsistent with a fatorof 2 higher e�etive aeptane for double b-tag inluding jet reonstrutionfor double b-tag and a fator 1.3 higher signal ross-setion used by theTevatron studies. Very signi�ant is the disrepany in the predited ratesfor the dominant Zb�b bakground. These are 3 times lower in the Tevatronstudy, even after taking into aount the di�erent double b-tag e�ieny. Amore detailed omparison is not possible for this hannel as a break-downof the aeptanes is not available [2℄.



1970 E. Rihter-W¡s TABLE XXXVComparison between �This study� (A), �This study saled� (A') (see text) and theTevatron report (B) (numbers are taken from Table 19 in Setion C of [2℄). Theexpeted number of events is given for a 80�120 GeV mass window in �This study�and for 80�125 GeV mass window for Tevatron report.Proess This study This study Tevatron report Ratio Ratio(A) saled (A') (SHW study) (B) (A)/(B) (A')/(B)ZH 15 25 36 0.4 0.7ZZ 23 40 63 0.4 0.6tt 11 20 57 0.2 0.3Zbb 120 200 72 1.7 2.8Zjj (other) 14 14 none � �Total bgd 170 275 192 0.9 1.4S=pB 0.8 1.4 2.6 0.3 0.5S=B 6.5% 9.1% 18.7% 0.3 0.5Bother=Btotal 8% 5% none � �4. ConlusionsThe primary aim of this paper was to understand the di�erenes inthe expeted potential for the Higgs disovery in the WH=ZH, H ! b�b,W=Z ! lepton(s) hannels for 2 TeV p�p and 14 TeV pp ollisions. The aimwas also to quantify, if possible, the origin of the di�erenes in the expeteddisovery potential as estimated in [2℄ for 2 TeV p�p ollisions and in [1℄ for14 TeV pp ollisions.As already stressed, the WH with H ! b�b hannel is not onsidered asa disovery hannel at LHC.It has been on�rmed here that the overall sensitivity is below 4� mH=100 GeV and around 2� for mH=120 GeV. This inludes only the statistialerrors and not possibly large systemati unertainties oming from theoret-ial preditions and detetor performane.A detailed omparison of the expeted signal and bakground for 14 TeVpp ollisions and 2 TeV p�p ollisions was presented assuming the same dete-tor performane and ATLAS-like or Tevatron-like seletion riteria. The re-sults obtained in this study for the 2 TeV p�p senario are muh less promisingthan those reported in [2℄. A diret omparison performed formH = 110 GeVshows that in [2℄ the signal rate is estimated to be 1.8 times higher and thebakground rates 1.7 times higher. This leads to a 1.3 times larger S=pB.The above disrepany are roughly onsistent with the assumed in [2℄ al-most 1.7 times better e�etive e�ieny for double b-tag than these so farestablished for ATLAS (with omparable or better rejetion against non-b



Revisiting the Observability of the WH and ZH : : : 1971jets) and with assumed fator 1.3 higher ross-setion for the signal eventsand 1.3 lower aeptane for the jet-veto.The sensitivity to the ``b�b signature was evaluated here to be at thelevel of 1� only for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1 and for both the14 TeV pp and 2 TeV p�p ases. As the seletion does not require a tightjet-veto ut this hannel ould also be studied at high luminosity with a lossof performane due only to the redued b-tagging apability. However, evenwith the ultimate integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1 the expeted sensitivitywould not exeed 3.0� at LHC. An additional di�ulty omes from thefat that the expeted signal is only at the level of 30�50% of the resonantbakground.A diret omparison shows that for ``b�b �nal states the signal rates areestimated to be 2.4 times higher and the bakground rates 1.1 times higherin [2℄ than in the study shown here for 2 TeV p�p ollisions.This work has been done in the framework of the ATLAS Collaboration,to whih I am grateful for very valuable inputs and disussions.In partiular, it presents an extension and ontinuation of the previousstudy done with Daniel Froidevaux and doumented in [3℄. I would like tothank him very warmly for valuable suggestions and inspiring disussionswhih guided the present study. I am also grateful to Fabiola Gianotti andKarl Jakobs for several very onstrutive ritial omments.REFERENCES[1℄ ATLAS Collaboration, ATLAS Detetor and Physis Performane TehnialDesign Report, CERN/LHCC/99-14, ATLAS TDR 14, 25 May 1999.[2℄ Report of the Physis at RUN II Supersymmetry/Higgs Workshop, Fermilab,1999, eds. M. Carena and J. Lykken, in preparation, version 6, 25 June 2000.[3℄ D. Froidevaux, E. Rihter-W¡s, ATLAS Note ATL-PHYS-94-043 (1994), Z.Phys. C67, 213 (1995).[4℄ ATLAS Collaboration, ATLAS Tehnial Proposal, CERN/LHCC/94-43, 15Deember 1994.[5℄ E. Rihter-W¡s, Ata Phys. Pol. B31, 1973 (2000).[6℄ E. Rihter-W¡s, D. Froidevaux, L. Poggioli, ATLAS Note ATL-PHYS-98-131(1998).[7℄ ATLAS Collaboration, ATLAS Calorimeter Performane Tehnial Design Re-port, CERN/LHCC/96-40, 15 Deember 1996.[8℄ ATLAS Collaboration, ATLAS Inner Detetor Tehnial Design Report,CERN/LHCC/98-13.[9℄ M.L. Mangano, Nul. Phys. B405, 536 (1993).
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